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Sophomore Summer Reading List 2017 

 
English II: British Literature 

 
Instructor: Dr. Bill Wilson     bwilson@oakwoodway.org 
 
Required Reading:  
Thomas Hardy, Tess of the D’Urbervilles (Penguin) ISBN: 978-0141439594 
 
Assignment: Each student must keep a reader’s journal. The entries in the journal record personal responses 
to the work as it is incrementally read. For example, if I read chapters 1-4 in a sitting, then I will record my 
responses to those chapters in a single entry. The entries should reflect on character development, setting, 
plot and theme, as appropriate. The entries may also record the reader’s likes and dislikes regarding the 
novel in question. Please keep the journal in a notebook. Please write in ink. Please keep the text since we 
will be using it during the year. 
 
Approximate Time Needed to Complete Readings: 4-5 hours 
 
Approximate Time to Complete Assignment: 1-2 hours 
 
Course Integration: This novel will complement our study of nineteenth-century fiction. 
 
Alternative Assignments (Please contact the instructor) 
 
 

Math Courses 
Please see http://www.oakwoodway.org/our-program/high-school/summer-math/index.aspx for summer math 
assignments.  If you are not certain which course you have chosen or been assigned, please contact the 
office. 
 

 
European History 
 
Course: European History (regular, non-AP) 
Instructor: Dr. Julie Pak     jpak@oakwoodway.org 

Required Readings: Carol Strickland, The Annotated Mona Lisa, A Crash Course in Art History, 2nd edition 
(ISBN: 978-0740768729) 

Required Assignments: 

Please read the introduction and pages 12-19 and 24-65 this summer. We will be reading the rest of the 
book during the school year. Choose ONE of the following assignments, due the first day of school. 
 

1. PowerPoint: Select an artistic movement or artist discussed in the text, pages 24-65. Create a 5 slide 
PowerPoint (or Prezi, etc.) presenting your choice, including relevant works of art, biographical 
information, and historical context for your selection. All writing must be in your own words.  

 
2. Write a 3-4 page (double-spaced 12 point font) essay explaining the historical context for a chosen 

work of art, artist, or artistic movement discussed in the book, pages 24-65. How does the art you 
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chose fit into the history in which it was created? Please use proper MLA citations and references to 
Strickland's book. 

 
3. Create a work of art inspired by one of the artistic movements covered in pages 24-65. Consider 

creating a painting, sculpture, video, series of photographs, or video. Be prepared to present your 
work and explain your historical inspiration. 

 
Approximate Time Needed to Complete Readings: 3 hours 

Approximate Time to Complete Assignments: 4-5 hours 

Course Integration: The students will be reading the first chapters of a work on art history that we will 
continue to read throughout the school year. It will provide valuable art historical context and an opportunity 
to interact with historical subjects in a personal, reflective, and creative manner. 

Alternative Assignments (Please contact the instructor) 
 
 
Course: AP European History 
Instructor: Dr. Pak     jpak@oakwoodway.org 

Required Readings:  Carol Strickland, The Annotated Mona Lisa, A Crash Course in Art History, 2nd 
edition  (ISBN: 978-0740768729) 

Textbook: The Western Heritage, AP Edition.  To be distributed May, 2017 

Required Assignments: 

1. Strickland: Read the introduction, pages 12-19, and pages 24-65. Take careful notes. You will have 
an open-note (closed book) test the second day of class. We will be reading the rest of the book 
during the school year. 

2. Textbook, read pages 19-34 and 35-58 and take careful notes. 
3. Textbook: Review questions: Page 58-questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. This will be due the first day of class. 

Each answer should be at least 1/2 page in length and fully answer the question.  Double-spaced, 
typed. These will be graded for quality, not just completion. All answers must be in your own words.   

Approximate Time Needed to Complete Readings: Strickland 5 hours; textbook 6 hours 

Approximate Time to Complete Assignments: textbook review questions 4-5 hours 

Course Integration: 

Strickland: The students will be reading the first chapters of a work on art history that we will continue to read 
throughout the school year. It will provide valuable art historical context, essential for both an understanding 
of European history and in preparation for the AP exam. 

Textbook: This assignment will allow for additional class time to be spent on content covered on the AP 
Exam in May. It will also allow students to familiarize themselves with the textbook. 

 

Booksmart in Morgan Hill is aware of Oakwood’s summer reading titles 
and plans to have copies available.   
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